Happy Haven OSHC– Stirling North

“Children learning through play”

New Operating Times!

OSHC will now be open for Before School Care from 6:45 – 8:45!
That means you early risers can bring your children in before work.
This change will be effective as of Term 2.

Fee Example
There will be no change to the full sessional fee for Before School Care! It will remain at $12.00.

Current families will in fact see their fee reduced as a result of the way Centrelink applies CCB%

A current family with 100% CCB and CCR paid direct to service is out of pocket just $4.86 per BSC session.

Under the new operating hours the same family will pay only $2.70! That’s right just $2.70 per morning!

A Friendly reminder...... Children are not to be on school grounds before 8:15am or after 3:30pm (2:45 Mondays) unless they are with OSHC!